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Kim Jones, "Mudman Structure (large)," 1974.
(Courtesy of Zeno X Gallery/Copyright Kim Jones, courtesy Gladstone Gallery)

Kim Jones was back from active duty in Vietnam eight years when, on his 32nd birthday, he turned himself
into, as he put it, “a walking sculpture that’s eighteen miles long.”
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He put on combat boots, pulled a nylon stocking over his face and donned a makeshift crown of foam rubber
and aviary wire. He slathered his body in mud and strapped to his back a weird, latticelike construction of
sticks tied with rope. He then walked westward along Wilshire Boulevard from downtown Los Angeles
toward the Pacific Ocean. Toward Vietnam.

Before going to Vietnam, Jones had been an art student. After it . . . what?

The cruel, unanswerable question of how art should respond to war is at the heart of “Artists Respond:
American Art and the Vietnam War, 1965-1975,” a must-see show at the Smithsonian American Art
Museum. It’s an exhibition of miscellaneous work made by a diverse group of artists during the peak years of
a war that changed everything — including art.

It’s the first time the Vietnam War has been addressed on this scale by an art museum. Organized by Melissa
Ho, it pulsates with anguish from first to last. And it reminds us that though Saigon fell more than 40 years
ago, that anguish is still with us. Today’s polarized politics — from the culture wars to congressional gridlock
— are shot through with the aftershocks of Vietnam (just think of the recent tweets exchanged by President
Trump and John McCain’s daughter Meghan McCain), as are the memories, family histories and inner lives
of millions.

“Sweat like pigs work like dogs live like rats red dust covered everything.” That’s how Jones described his
time in Vietnam. For bystanders, “Mudman” — the persona he created for performances that led to “Wilshire
Boulevard Walk” — was frightening, dissonant, uncomfortable. But it was still more uncomfortable for him.
“Wilshire Boulevard Walk” wasn’t intended as a metaphor. It wasn’t even explicitly about Vietnam —
although, according to Jones, other veterans got it, and several approached Mudman saying, “Yeah, I know
what it was like.” Instead, the performance expressed Jones’s personal struggle and the wider crisis of
American society.
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The shock of Vietnam made conventional art forms such as painting and sculpture look inadequate. Its
reverberations inspired a rapid expansion of the possible forms art could take and a search for new
audiences. Public performances, video, installations, land art and agitprop all flourished during the war.

Vietnam also opened up avant-garde art to previously neglected voices, including women, African
Americans, Latinos and Asian Americans. There has been a long delay in recognizing this, and part of the
triumph of “Artists Respond” is that it shows how many artists from marginalized groups gave their unique
responses to the war urgent and potent expression…

…"Paintings don’t change wars,” as the passionately political painter Leon Golub said in 1967. “They show
feelings about wars.”

Are feelings enough? If you compare the art in “Artists Respond” to the magnitude of the war, it can seem
paltry. That does not mean it wasn’t poignant, courageous, estimable. It was just no match for the bigger
forces at work.

Being no match for bigger, catastrophic forces is the very definition of tragedy. And if tragedy teaches us
anything, it is humility.

That’s why, for me, the abiding image from this show is still the humble wooden lattice Kim Jones wore on
his back as Mudman. It leans against a wall, like a prop from a Samuel Beckett play. Next to it are his mudcovered combat boots (they can’t help but put you in mind of van Gogh’s shoes). “Wilshire Boulevard Walk”
was about more than the Vietnam War. It was about homelessness, humility and heartbreak.

Melissa Ho, "Kim Jones’", Artists Respond: American Art and the Vietnam War, 1965-1975, Princeton University Press and the
Smithsonian American Art Museum, 2019, p.273-276.

Kim Jones

b. 1944. San Rc:,rnardino, CA

IN THE EARLY MORNING OF JANUARY 28, 1976,

Kirn Jones set out on foor from near Pershing Square
in downtown Los Angeles, heading west along
Wilshire Boulevard. I le was a strange sight: a man
seemingly embedded within an irregular matrix of
sticks and lengths of wood lashed together with bits
of rope, cloth, and electrical tape. On his head he
bore a smaller construction, predominantly of foam
rubber and aviary wire, and over his face, a nylon
stocking, rendering his visage featureless. Ile other•
wise wore only shorts, combat boots, and, slathered
over both his bare skin and clothes. a unifying layer
of mud. Thus transformed, Jones marched slowly
toward the Pacific Ocean, a trek rhiat took him from
dawn 10 dusk./\ week later, on February 4,Jones
repeated the walk along the same mute, this rime
traveling from dusk ro dawn.' llis mask and the
wooden structure on his back made him look intim·
idating, but they were also a burden, preventing
Jones from seeing cle11rly or moving fast. He com
pares his self-presentation ilS Mudman2 to a defen
sive feint: ''[l]t's what animals do: make yourself
seem more dangerous than you acwally are. . _.[The
structure] makes me larger but it also hides me . .. it
makes me more powerful and it cripples me."''
Jones conceived of this performance, Wilshire
8011/Pvard Walk, ,1s "a w;Jlking sculpture that's
eighteen miles long."' It was a durational, living art·
work, unwitnessed in its emirety by anyone other
than the artist himself. Over his twelve-hour trip.
Jones walked in and out of the lives of countless
passersby, a fleeting and startling apparition. while
Jones does not openly announce performances like
Wilshire 13011/evard Walk as related co his experience
or war, his choice of imagery the combat boots,

the mud, the walking5-is recognizable enough that
strangers have at times identified i\ludman as a
fellow Viemam veteran: '"!They] would sometimes
approach me and say, 'Yeah, I know what it was
like.'"' 6 More often, people perceive Mudman as a
kind of alien, pitiable or imposing but always ·'an
outsider, a spiky thing, walking through the m,1in
artery of rhe city. Molecules fit in. but if something
is spiky, it doesn't fit in.' '7
Before enlisting in the Marine Corps in 1966,
Jones had been an art school student, studying
drawing and painting. It wasn't until the early 1970s,
several years after he returned from Vietnam and
resumed his education, that he turned to perfor·
mance art." Inspired by the early body-based work
of Vito Acconci and Chris Burden [pp. 230 311,Jones
developed a performance practice grounded in
lived reality. For him, performance is "not a meta·
phor ...it actually is what it is.'' 9 He began going out
into the streets as Mudman in 1973, initially in his
immediate neighborhood in Venice and later ve111ur
ing further afield.
Jones's dawn-to-dusk rendition of Wilshire
Boulevard Walk took place on the artist ·s thirty•
second birthday, which was also the eighrh anni
versary of his homecoming from active duty in
Vietnam. On that day, he had made the final stage
of his return by foot, walking From a bus depot
in Santa Monica to his parents' house in Pacific
Palisades. I le has recalled how strange it felt to be
back in ··the world'" after a year serving in l)ong
H11, near rhe demilitarized zone between 'orrh
and South Vietnam.") Of life there, he has wrinen:
"vietnam dong ha marines it's summer time 125
degrees heat sweat like pigs work like dogs live like
rats red dust covered everything.''" One imagines
Jones felt very •·spiky•· ro suddenly find himself
strolling among civilians near the ocean on a peace·
ful Southern Californian day. Speaking of his art,
Jones has said that he "reaches for the more potem
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Kim Jones
M11cln11111 Structure

(large)
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sticks. mud� rope. loam rubber.
shellac, acrylic; shown with

cha,r, boo11, ond bucko1 of mud

Daniela Oliver, ‘Ruby City Announces Acquisition of Kim Jones Sculpture' Ruby City Newsletter, September 2018.

Robert Storr, "Kim Jones", Robert Storr- Interviews on Art, ed. Francesca Pietropaolo, Heni Publishing, 2017.

Yeah, what was most important was the smell and the actual experience. I heard
afterwards that the district attorney's office was divided. Half of them wanted to
make it a felony and the other half didn't care, so they eventually made it a misde
meanor: three counts, one for each rat. I had to go to court, I had to hire a lawyer at that time I couldn't afford a lawyer, and so my father luckily paid for the lawyer.
I paid a fine, I think, of $190. So I was lucky. Also, I learned later that my father, who
at that time worked for the city of LA (he went from a plumber to building inspec
tor), apparently talked to the head of ASPCA [American Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals]. And the guy said, "Ray:' (my dad is Ray) "if I knew it was your
kid, I would have chucked it under the rug, it doesn't matter." I found out later that I
had pull in City Hall, but he didn 't know that they really wanted me to go to jail. My
dad was very private, he was ashamed that I had to go to court, but he went to court
with me. I never actually went to trial. As I said, I just ended up paying a fine.
Rs When you did the fafade of Site Santa Fe in 2004,4 you did a variation of that
burning ritual. Can you tell me about that?
KJ Yes, I remember thinking about that. 1 remember when you asked me to cover
the front of the site at Santa Fe. I recall looking at it and thinking, "Oh shit, what
am I going to do?" And I saw the big scaffolding the artist before me had built and I
thought about the rats, about dolls. We went out and we bought aJl the dolls in Santa
Fe. None of the kids would have dolls. And we bought a lot of rats in a novelty shop in
mid-Manhattan. They were black. I didn't want to burn any more rats. I thought, "I've
done that:' It was like poking fun at myself in a certain way because there were the
big barbecue pits and, instead of burning rubber rats, I had people burn sausages and
throw them in the air and on the ground.
RS As you said at one point, that performance piece was a sort of parody, an art joke,
indirectly at your own expense. In terms of that particular context, there were people
outside the building coming into the Biennial and there was somebody having a barbe
cue. I remember you blackened the sausages and they came flying out in the air at the
public. It Was a perfect mix of physical comedy and aggression. As if to say, with a greasy,
charred weenie: "Welcome to our show, look out."
KJ "Watch out!" Yeah, that's my sense of humor too, a rather dark sense of humor.
I think it's funny, but not everyone thinks it's funny. And I remember actually being
out there in that courtyard; r don't think you saw this, but we pulled one of the dolls
down and with one of the art people, we were kicking the dolls like a soccer game
out there, being goofy during the opening. Also our idea of humor may, or may not
be, funny to others. I've used the rats after that, many times after the show. That
happens when you don't sell out: I had boxes and boxes of rubber rats.
RS When was the last time you did Mudman?
KJ It's been a few years now; I did it for Barbara Gladstone Gallery. Ugo Rondinone
invited me to be in a show. It was a show in both of their galleries and I showed the
big structure and I did two performances. They wanted me to do more, but I just
couldn't do more. The first one nobody was invited, so it was just for whoever was
there. Which is another aspect of performance art: you don't tell anybody, it's the
4. Robert Storr organized the Site Santa Fe"s 5th International Biennial exhibition. Disparities ond Deformations: Our
Grotesque. 2004. Kim Jones was among the participating artists.

Then you set that aside for a while and did mostly ... what?
When r stopped painting?
RS When you stopped making those kind of drawings, in the late 1960s - early 1970s,
and then you set it aside, is that right?
KJ No, I actually continued doing that all along, sort of an aside, with the war
drawings. I never showed the war drawings, but the other drawings, I just continued.
But there was no place to show them in LA, in the early 1970s. It wasn't until 1978 or
so that there was a place where I could show them, round 1980, when I finally started
to connect with the LA art world. I knew about it. I went to school with some of these
guys. The Dill brothers.
RS Did they start taking notice of you?
KJ They pretty much ignored me. The only ones that were really close were Paul
McCarthy, Barbara Smith, and John Duncan. Linda Montano. But the other ones,
a lot of the artists like Dills and those people that were more minimal, sort of more
abstract, I was not close to.
RS You were special in that you pursued a variety of different kinds of work. If not
simultaneously, then at least overlapping.
KJ Yes, I never showed the drawings to anybody until I first moved to New York in
1982. I sold some drawings. Several people were kind of surprised: "I didn't know you
could draw too!" 'Cause I needed money to move to New York. But I never showed my
drawings; as I said, there was no place to show them. Mostly I was known for either
installation or performance.
RS But not for the figurative drawings? And you also began to draw over photographs
and the one behind you now [indicates photograph hanging on the wall] is one of those,
and recently you've done more, you've taken classical sculptures and embellished them,
you've taken all kinds of photographs of your own performances and elaborated on them.
I wonder if you could talk about that dimension of your work, and when it started.
KJ The drawings over the photographs started around 1974, when I was drawing over
a lot of the photographs that were in my art history book. And then advertisements
that I found, and I liked. Or photographs from nudist magazines. Anything that was
of interest I would draw over it. The ones that were in the show are - in different
combinations - based on photographs of the classical Greek and Roman art. I also
drew over photographs that friends and girlfriends took of me doing a performance.
Another category comprises photographs of me as a kid that I drew over as an adult,
like this one taken by my father, I think.
RS Was that before, or after, you contracted polio?
KJ It was after. From ages seven to ten, I had the Perthes disease, a hip disorder.
When I was eleven, my mother wanted me to do modeling - l was a cute little boy,
I guess. So that's why they took this photograph of me.
RS Photos and regular drawings, all different aspects of a single personality. It's sort of
like a sculptor who keeps adding on clay, raking it off, adding it on again, and then taking
it off again. You've made reference to other sources. Have you read any anthropological
sources? Are you interested in where this stuff comes from, or you're just interested i11 it
as it comes to your imagination?
KJ I haven't read a lot, but Sir James Frazer, which is old hat I suppose.
RS It's pretty rich.
RS
KJ

actually threatened the woman who was interviewing him, and he destroyed the
station's tape, and had his own tape. They could easily have pressed charges. But he
was lucky. I feel so bad about his dying.
RS Yes. It's very sad; he was sixty-nine, pretty young.
Can we talll about some of the pieces where the structures have become garments?
And I love the wall pieces with toy three-wheelers that seem to trail lines behind them.
They 're like racetracks for children's scooters, or children's bikes. Can you talk about those
things a little bit?
KJ They are sculptures. I used to make these son of organic sculptures, looking like
Eva Hesse, etc., and years later I began covering them with acrylic paint and preserv
ing them, and then attaching them to various structures. They're toys that I found
on the street. A friend of mine, another artist, actually gave me some of his kids'
toys that I also used, and I actually went out to Toys "R" Us and bought some toys
and spent about two days putting them together and it was really hard to put it all
together. I'm not a builder of toys. So I used all these to make these sculptures, and
then I had these sculptures on the floor and they disappeared against that expanse.
So I thought of having them on the wall and making it more dynamic by putting the
lines that make it seem like they're racing around the wall.
And just drawing on the wall in this sort of discursive way- just mark-making doesn't represent anything exactly, doesn't really look like the tracks of the creature.
Of the car. It's like an energy line. It gives the impression that it's moving.
RS There is one other assemblage you made, where you added a new ingredient. You
made a book/reliquary with human shit. And paint. I wonder if that ever happened
again and how that happened in the first place.
KJ Just that one time, I made a lot of these sculpture books full of my drawings,
very organic-looking on the top. And there were complex ones, which Zeno X has
now. It was around 1980, and I did it for a Neo-Dada arr show at a little gallery in
Venice. It was on a pedestal. So at the opening I went there, and I had a jar full of
my shit. And I came in and put my hand in there and smeared my shit over the book
in the show. And then left. I heard later that there were fights and people were very
upset because of course I ruined the opening with the smell of my shit. But I really
thought, "It's Dada, come on, get real!' And so they kicked the sculpture out and this
friend of mine brought it back to my apartment. And it smelled so bad, I had it sort
of hanging out of the window for a long time. Eventually it dried up and it was fine.
And then I continued working on that book sculpture. The shit all dried up, I don't
think any disease or anything will happen. It's covered with acrylic also. Acrylic
solved everything.
RS The Warhol Oxidation Paintings, his Piss Paintings, when th ey 're packed, they're
rolled upon around themselves and they really start to stink again.
KJ There were several perfom1ances at LAICA and LACE and in New York, too,
where aside from the mud I would tell these stories, usually about my life, and
1 would put my own shit on my body. And I did it during a lecture. I was in a show at
the New Museum called Choices [in 1986) and we had a panel talk. So they invited
all these very wealthy collector types, curator types to come and hear people talk
about performance art. And Marina [Abramovic] was there and Linda Montano,
I think. And so I told Tom [McEvilley], "I'll go last because I don't want to really fuck

it up for everybody else:• And when it came to my turn to talk about performance,
I didn't have the full structure; I just had the hat on and an old overcoat, and I had
the jar with my shit in it, so I talked about how important smell was in performance
and I was very neat, the people were waiting for some intellectual thing. So I reached
in and pulled out a clump of my shit and I very neatly put it on a piece of newspaper.
And the people were like, "What the fuck is this?" and somebody threw a paper wad
at me, and I said, "OK, you want to start throwing things, I can throw things:• And
they were going, "Oh, no, no, no. OK, OK, calm down, Kim, calm down:• I continued
talking and gave my little lecture. I think afterwards, Tom came up and said, "Kim
why did you do that?" I said, "Well it's performance:" People were very, very upset.
But that's where I met Lawrence Weiner. Marina didn't seem like she was happy with
my performance. But Lawrence Weiner was very calm. I haven't seen him in a while
but he was very friendly. He didn't want to shake my hand, but was very friendly.
At that time I couldn't even sleep, I had to put plastic over my hand. No matter how
many times I washed my hands, it was stuck in my fingernails. It smelled like shit
for a long time. There was another performance [where I used shit]. I was invited
by Rachel Rosenthal to do a piece at one of her performance garage things. At the
start I sprayed Jean Nate, a cheap perfume, on all the seats, so it smelled like this
cheap perfume. And at the very end of the performance, I opened up a suitcase that
contained dog shit and popcorn, and I smeared shit on my body and I sort of did my
thing. The opposite of this sweet sick smell was tl1is nasty smell.
RS In fact, two nasty smells.
KJ Yes. Using smell was especially important with the rat piece: the smell of some
thing dying.
RS Burning.

Burning, horrible death, obviously.
When you were in Vietnam, did you smell a lot of death, was it present in the
environment?
KJ Yeah. This bad luck battalion 1-26 was ambushed and they were bringing in
people and I was helping them take bodies and wounded people off the helicopter.
There were dead people piled up all around us.
RS You are one of the gentlest of men I've ever met.
KJ I'm fairly gentle; it covers a lor of the inner ...
Rs / didn't say your imagination or psychology is gentle,just you are gentle. Either your
nature is working like a charm or it's a very complicated dialectic in your makeup and in
your art. Because a lot of your art is really literally in your face and it's up your nostrils.
Yet, I would say there is very little aggression in your way of being.
KJ Yes, it's mostly because I'm not a big man. So it's more a matter of wisdom.
If I was a very large man, a very strong one, it might be a lot easier to be aggres
sive. Or maybe again, you wouldn't have to be, because people would be frightened
anyhow. It comes back to camouflage. I remember when I lived in Venice, I had very
long hair for a while, a beard - I looked weird, even for that time. And all my friends
were people I would be afraid to talk to now. They wouldn't accept me now. A lot of
my friends at that time were bikers.
RS ft 's almost as if someone had a violent imagination but a gentle nature; how do you
camouflage yourself?
KJ

RS

Also in the Marines you had to yell a lot. It might be a reaction also to that.
We didn't talk like that necessarily, but when we were talking to a sergeant, especially
a lieutenant, we said, "SIR, YES, SIR:' In the marines you didn't talk softly. Nobody
called me Kim there, because Kim is a girl's name.
Rs Almost like johnny Cash's song about the boy named Sue.
KJ Yeah, the boy named Sue, that is me, the boy named Kim.
RS Did your parents accept your decision to be an artist?
KJ No, not at all, I think both my father and my mother wanted me to get a regular
job. And teach. Even when I was going to art school my father insisted on my taking
commercial art classes. And those were the two classes in which I got bad grades.
After that I joined the marines. When I came back, I figured I was going to do
whatever I wanted. I think I was afraid of my father for a long time; he never beat me
but he scared us. Joining the marines was a way of proving to him that I was a man.
I think that's part of it. But it's hard to talk about it; he's dead now. He died (a] pretty
long time ago.
RS Was he able to see your work?
KJ Actually he saw the show I did at the Henry Art Gallery.
RS Because you went to get the dollhouse?
KJ Yeah, so he was there. He couldn't believe that they actually paid to move all of
KJ

this stuff from New York. He was impressed. And when I got a few grants I think

he was impressed. But both he and my mother wanted me to be an illustrator. They
wanted me to teach art and then maybe paint on the weekend or something like that.
They wanted something safe, that's understandable; they wanted something that
wasn't tenuous. It's like artists that I knew even from 1982, artists that I worked with.
We all moved to New York together. You know, it's tough. There's no promises, very
few promises. And that's a common story, but when you see it over and over again,
you have to make a choice even if you do devote yourself to it.
RS Your odds are long
KJ Maybe, maybe not.
RS Has anybody in New York ever thought about doing a retrospective {of your work]?
KJ Not in New York, no.
RS Do you know [curator] Peter Eleey at PSI?
KJ Yes, I met him. He invited me to the Mike Kelley show, yeah.
RS He's somebody who could do it. He's done wonderful exhibitions beside the Kelley,
which was excellent. [His shows on] Thomas Lanigan-Schmidt and Maria Lassnig were
also very good. And like Mike's, Maria's and Tommy's worli resonates sympathetically
with yours. It's about time the general public in New York got a chance to really see and
think about what you've been doing.

Kim Jones

Untitled. 1974-2006

Acrylic and1nkon black•and•white photograph. 25.8 x 20.2 cm (10 x 8 in)
C K,r,, Jontt. CO<Jrt•ay Zeno X Goll..-y. Antw<ep

Kim Jones

Untitled. 1974-2010
Acrylic and ,nk on color photograph. 27.9 x 36.6 cm (11 x 14 in.>
C Kim Jonea. Photo: Peter Cox. Courtesy Zeno X Gallery. Ant-.w,-p
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Kim Jones

Doll House. 1974-2013

Acrylic and graphite on wood. approximately 92 x 90.5 >< 72 cm (13 x 11 x 12 in.)
C Kim Jon... Photo: Peter Co,. CourtKy Z•no X Gallery. Antwerp

Kim Jones

Untitled (Wor Drawing). 199os/2000/2010/2011

Pencil on paper. 63.2 x 96.4 cm (25 x 40 in.)

0 K;m JOfltt, Photo: Petor Cox. Cot,rtHy Z•no X Gallery. Aniw.,rp
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K,mJones
Mudmon. 2012-13

Photograph, 25.4 x 20.3 cm (,ox 8 in.)
C) Kim Jonet.. Photo: Megan Rat11('r. Court��)' Ze,io X Gilllery. Antwerp

Richard Klein, "Kim Jones - White Crow" (exhibition catalogue), The Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum, Ridgefield, 2016.
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K;m Jones:
Wh;te Crow
by Richard Klein
In a career that now spans over four decades,
Kim Jones has created a singular and subjective
body of work based on both extreme personal
experience and a diverse range of artistic
influences. Commentary about his work often
dwells on details of his biography, and these
facts certainly have a bearing on understanding
aspects of his artistic output. but Jones's life
story has a tendency to induce a viewer to
presuppose meaning prior to direct acquaintance,
a situation that can limit interpretation. The artist's
life experiences, however, have clearly led to
his thinking of himself as an outsider, and this
estrangement has been played out throughout his
career with an interrelated series of performances,
sculptures, drawings, and writings that are defined
by a range of elemental and expressionistic
impulses. The title of this exhibition, White Crow,
refers to the ex.tremely rare occurrence when a crow
is born without any pigment in its plumage. This
marks the bird as not only an outsider, but also, in
folk mythology, as an omen of impending change.
Jones has often used animals as protagonists
in his work, most often the rat, with which he
identifies as a species that, although usually reviled,
is resourceful and intelligent, and lives in close
association with human society. Rats and crows
have benefited from humankind's global expansion,
particularly in urban areas, with the populations of
both species growing as the populations of most
other animals have declined. In this exhibition,
the rat and the crow both appear as transitional
elements/figures, connecting a series of indoor
installations with what is one of the artist's largest
outdoor site-specific works to date. This installation,
which was created during a ten-day residency at
the Museum, involved the transformation of a grove
of four small crabapple trees into a festooned and

wrapped sculpture. The Museum had planned to
cut down the trees, but as Jones frequently utilizes
branches as elements in his work, prior to their
removal they were offered to him as raw material.
This suggestion to use the trees was taken up
with enthusiasm and their location in front of the
Museum, together with their spatial relationship,
suggested 1he potential for a dramatic, stage-like
tableau. Jones has utilized the Museum's camera
obscura, a small room that looks out towards the
grove of crabapples, for an installation involving
both sculpture and wall drawing. This includes the
camera obscura's projected image of the trees,
linking his intervention in the landscape with the
indoor environment. The camera obscura is the
only place in the exhibition where the white crow
appears, perched in the center of the camera's
upside-down photographic image. It should be
noted that Jones thinks of the diverse elements in
White Crow as one continuous installation, echoing
the interrelated nature of his art and life over the
past forty-plus years.
Surviving a severe childhood illness, as well as
serving in the Marines during the Vietnam War, has
tempered Jones's life and work. He recounts his
1
infirmity and convalescence in A Life of Secrets, a
narrative written in 2008 that combines fictional and
non-fiction elements:
One morning I woke up and crawled out of
bed. I can't walk. I'm seven years old. My
mother tokes me to various doctors trying to
find out what is wrong. The doctors decide
I hove o polio-like disease coiled perthis.
My hipbones ore being eaten owoy. The
only cure they con think of for now is to keep
pressure off my hipbones. They put me in The
Children's Hospital for three months. I'm in o
bed in traction. fv1y legs ore bound in leather,
metol, and wires ond raised up...

Being ill as a child (Jones couldn't walk for three
years) led to the artist to having a rich inner life,
and during his convalescence he turned to art as

I walked by thjs cop car, and the San Francisco cops leaned out and said, "Son, you
better be careful, this is kind of a dangerous neighborhood!' I said "OK, thank you!'
The cops were very nice. I continued walking and I looked across the street and there
where these two bikers sitting on a stoop, across the street, and they looked like Hell's
Angels. They looked serious, and I thought, "Oh shit, these guys are going to give me
a hard time!' So I just walked along, obviously tlus is like a big target: "Hello, here I
am" - and I heard this very deep scary voice going, "Hey, hef' And I turned around
and said, "Yes?" And he said, "I respect you! Anybody that walks around like that I
respect;' and I said, "OK, thank you:' and 1 continued walking and that was the end of
the performance.
RS There are those of us who write aboi,t such work, but don't do it, so we're not presum
ing to speak in the first person but, at the same time, we experience it from the outside.
KJ The other aspect of that, though, is the beauty of the writing, the clarity of the
writing. I'm not a writer but it is like making a painting; especially with the war
drawings, I feel like I'm actually a dot or an X. It's very comforting to be in this place.
But I'm not. And I both, win, and lose. I'm on both sides at the same time. I even
think with art. When you make a drawing, it's your idea of the world.
RS Let's talk a little bit about the drawings; the dmwings have evolved a lot. Once we
get outside of the war drawings, they've evolved a lot in the past decade. I've known you
for about twenty-five years, that's a pretty long time. Longer than that, maybe. In any
case, a while baclz, you were pulling drawings out of drawers, portfolios and starting
to work on them again. But I think that most of those sheets go back to the 1980s, is
that correct?
KJ No, they go back to around 1971, some even earlier.
Rs Aspects of a certain number of those drawings resemble the drawings John Altoon made.
KJ Yeah, John died in 1969, of a heart attack, I think. By the time I went back to
Chouinard he was dead. I remember seeing the drawings of frogs and roosters with
big dicks, and little girls, lfrtle princesses and cowboys and Indians, and cowgirls.
Very sexual drawings. It gave me permission in a certain way to make drawings with
frogs, dicks.
Rs Really good drawing with a really bad subject matter.
KJ Yes. lt was 1969, 1970, 1971, I felt more comfortable drawing frogs and roosters.
And sexy people.
RS Well you were a young sexy guy, so ...
KJ Yes, why draw something that is boring? It was interesting for me at that time.
Looking at Ingres, Delacroix, any number of artists: Degas, Tintoretto, Tiepolo the
Elder, the Younger, Domenico. Actually I've been looking at those artists since early
college days. That's why I had trouble at Chouinard. I had a· very academic love for
drawing and painting. I couldn't paint at that point, but I could draw pretty well.
And in the early 1960s, everybody, including my teachers, used to say, "Don't do
cross hatching!' There was more Minimal art, and Pop art maybe, but ...
You could tell when somebody went to UCLA because the drawing looked like
Rico Lebrun. But I loved to draw that way. So I just continued. I stopped painting
i11 1972. I was influenced by Eva Hesse. Even Joseph Beuys a little bit- workjng with
different materials. And from making the sculpture f made a circle and came back
to painting. And it was like refueling for me.
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Kristine Stiles ,"Kim Jones, War and Art (2007)", Concerning Consequences - Studies in Art, Destruction, and Trauma - Teaching A
Dead Hand To Draw, University of Chicago Press, 2016, p.176-193.

Teaching A Dead Hand To Draw:
Kim Jones, War, and Art (2007)'

Basic training psychologicully authorizes people to kill before combat even be
gins (figure tR).OneVictnam veteran remembered that his "drill scr,&reant forced
the squad to crush kittens todcalh in their htmds," rcpor1.cd clinical psycholo
gist Edward Tick in War and the Soul (2005), When this soldier wos unable to
do the act and broke down, "declaring that it was wrong; he was "shamed until
near breaking."Then, he killed his kitten. He "cried over the kitten's death," but
was later able "'to kill people without rernorse." 2 This soldier killed with a "'dead
hand"-a term that Kim JonEs, also a Marine and Vietna1n veteran, would later
coin in another context.
Jones nrrived at this association in nn artist's book/sculpture he made by
bond, entitled Teaching a DeadHand wDraw, begun in 1976 and 11ot completed
until 1995-an object to which I shall return in the conclusion. For now, l wish
only to introduce Jones's ciclt: as the pretext for pointing out that the hand chat
draws an image from the imagination (whether in pictorial, sculptural, or per
formaLive language) is ulso the hand Lhal druws and fires a gun, Moreover1 u
·dead h::rnd" is rt corporeal ins1rument able 10 extend the psyche trained to kill
into the act itself. The relationship between a de;ad ;and ;a Jive hand is the genern·
rive operation at work in how Kim Jones translated the language ofwar trauma
into the languages of art.
Khaki Marine Shirt (2005) is a stunning demonstration of Jones·s decoding.
This composite obje<'l is simultaneously a wearable shirt of Marine military
issue and :;a drawing/sculpture. On the back of the shirt, Jones drew br-r&phie
symbols of troops and movements on a ground painted white. The drawing de·
picts the opposing forces of a battle in spare black graphic signs of Xs and dots,
os weU as rectangles for tanh and fortresses; lines for tank movement, combat,
and containment; and directional forces in a "war that never ends •. , an X·man,
dot-man war game.'�3 As Jones ex-plains:
They hove no gender.They're Xs and dots. They're symbols. They're erased to
�how movement. I'll draw a lnnk, or I'll draw an X, and cra.o;c it, then re-draw
ir in :,1 different position. Or I'll m:;ike :;1 line of t:,,nks thM shows them moving

‘Kim Jones in Conversation with Susan Swenson, Brooklyn, August 22, 2012", Kim Jones – Averno, 2012, p.38-44.
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Christopher Knight, “What rose up out of the Mudman”, Los Angeles Times, March 30, 2007.
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What rose up out of the Mudman
By CHRISTOPHER KNIGHT
MARCH 30, 2007
TIMES STAFF WRITER

A myth or legend is a story that is not factually true -- a fiction that conjures the supernatural. All societies fabricate them, to orient
people toward a moral dimension that is real but elusive, natural but invisible to the naked eye.

Freud called them “public dreams.” As personifications of collective social truths, myths can be as elaborate as a full-blown
creation story, like the Iroquois Sky People or Genesis, and as childishly simplistic as George Washington and the cherry tree.

And then there is Mudman.

On Jan. 28, 1976, an apparition appeared on Wilshire Boulevard. A man slathered with mud carried on his back a big, unwieldy
lattice, cobbled together from wooden slats, tree branches and lengths of bamboo daubed with paint and lashed with twine, black
electrical tape and shredded cheesecloth. A human tumbleweed, Mudman was crowned with a nominal hat of scrunched foam
rubber and sticks. A nylon stocking was pulled down over his head, obscuring his face. He could see us, but we couldn’t see him.

Mudman appeared on a Wednesday at dawn at the corner of Grand Avenue, where he began his westward trek. At dusk he arrived
at the Pacific Ocean. In between he passed through Wilshire’s disparate neighborhoods -- commercial, civic and residential -- like
some primitive organism traveling the city’s spine on a mad return-journey to the sea. At Johnie’s diner on the corner of Fairfax
Avenue, Mudman stopped and met friends for coffee.

That small detail tells us something important about Kim Jones’ creation of this mythic character, something further illuminated in
the new exhibition at Cal State Los Angeles’ Luckman Gallery. “Kim Jones: A Retrospective” brings together 10 sculptural
constructions, 34 works on paper and 77 documentary photographs in a concise yet probing analysis of the artist’s career. Together
they underscore this disconcerting truth: Mudman is one mythic, legendary concatenation that is fact, not fiction.

Jones did not invent the genre of performance art, but he was a significant figure within its 1970s American efflorescence. When
he performed, he was not acting a role. Whether on his 1976 “Wilshire Walk” -- undertaken on his 32nd birthday, he reversed the
trip one week later in a second walk from the sea to downtown L.A. -- or in seemingly random appearances in his Venice
neighborhood or, following a move to New York City in 1980, on downtown streets or the plaza at Lincoln Center, he was always
being himself. His strange, attenuated appearance, at once attractive and repulsive, gave outward form to an inner dynamic.
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Along Wilshire Boulevard, Jones’ performance had no aesthetic frame of reference. It was just there, out on the sidewalk, moving
with the flow of pedestrian traffic and turning heads.

At Luckman, the unwieldy backpack is shown wedged between a wall and a plain wooden chair, where the artist might sit to slip
his arms through the foam-padded straps to hoist the apparatus onto his back. On the floor in front of the chair is a pair of heavily
worn black motorcycle boots. The footwear is as notable for its ordinariness as the backpack is for its eccentricity.

At least since Van Gogh, shoes have symbolized the absent artist’s humble presence in a work of art. Here the boots seem to be
adding another layer: The weird-gear of the backpack is no less real -- and no more fictive -- than the everyday boots. Both are
what Jones wears in his capacity as a human being who is an artist, and no substantive difference separates them.

Jointly organized by Luckman Gallery director Julie Joyce and Sandra Q. Firmin, gallery curator at the University at Buffalo, New
York, where it was seen last fall, the show lays out Mudman’s origins.

Long shelves line two walls on which documentary photographs are displayed. The first is an enlargement of a 1953 newspaper
clipping in which Jane Powell and Gordon MacRae greet a little girl and a 9-year-old boy, Jones, on the Warner Bros. set of
“Three Sailors and a Girl.” Jones raises his leg to show Powell, a celebrated dancer, the heavy braces he wore as a result of a
polio-like disease. The actors, according to the photo caption, are supporting the “Easter Seal campaign for crippled children.”

Nearby, another photograph of a grinning Jones, now 11, shows him standing tall and straight before a blank white background.
His feet seem stressed, but no braces encase his sturdy bare legs.

Jones, the artist, altered the clinical snapshot in 1999, using acrylic paint to transform his youthful boxer shorts into a tangle of
intestines. They’re extruded from his body and rise up around him on a rickety superstructure, creating an aura not unlike the
latticework backpack.

As in most of the show’s drawings, the prevailing paint-color is gray -- the middle ground between black and white, but rendered
without a trace of light, deadened and inert. And frequently Jones’ art carries multiple dates -- 1974-2004, say, or 1980-2003 -since pieces were worked on over extended periods of time. They have a diary-like aspect.

Other photographs show Jones after he joined the Marines, at boot camp in San Diego and during his 1967-68 tour of duty in
Vietnam. In one, his unit is done up in Mohawk haircuts and loincloths, mugging for the camera like a second-grade birthday
party, all grown up, or a band of primitive warriors.
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When Mudman emerges, he seems to be an outgrowth of these painful formative experiences. (Jones was 23 when he went to
Dong Ha.) Extreme violence is common to myths, whether Beowulf or the Minotaur, and here the brutality blends the physical
and psychological.

A familiar superhero legend takes an unexpected turn: The crippled child conquers debilitating juvenile trauma and becomes a
Marine, American symbol of invincible masculinity; then he goes to war, where a second brutal transformation leaves behind a
broken, burdened adult. Mudman is a kind of real-life Edward Scissorhands, minus the sentimental sweetness.

Jones made his mark with extreme performance art, and the drawings add only occasional illumination. A few other assemblage
sculptures, including two that transform a toy tricycle and a shopping cart into something suggestive of military tanks crossed with
paramedic gurneys, are also on view.

The most powerful is an evident self-portrait. “Little Marine” (1989-1999-2005) entombs a small toy soldier in a Mudman-like
lattice and outfits the doll with enormous prosthetic legs. Standing 5 feet tall, it’s impossible to play with.

The Luckman show is also something of a homecoming, since Jones’ most notorious performance, “Rat Piece,” took place at Cal
State L.A. just 13 days after his second “Wilshire Walk.” Donning his dysfunctional Icarus ensemble in front of the assembled
audience, he eventually unveiled a wire cage holding three live rats, which he doused with lighter fluid and set on fire. As they
screamed so did Mudman, although only the animals died. The shocking performance ignited its own firestorm of controversy,
which led to the gallery director’s dismissal and a court case for the artist.

Even sight unseen, “Rat Piece” was cruel and it was stupid. The sacrifice of animals might be an ancient superstitious practice, and
their covert daily torture a commonplace in our industrialized food supply. The immolation was no more cruel -- and far less
stupid -- than any number of socially tolerated activities in the then-recent past, such as the American slaughter of Vietnamese
civilians. But even a stark opposition to the mediation of their suffering, vaguely glimpsed in the back of television-saturated
minds, could hardly justify an equally grotesque performance piece.

Mudman was not acting, since his performance art is not separated from his life. (In subsequent interviews, he explained how, in
rat-infested Vietnamese military encampments, the horrid activity undertaken in the performance was common.) But it does not
follow that the same erasure of a line between art and life exists for the audience. Some observers fled, and no one intervened to
stop the killing. But that’s no surprise; they were watching a performance, not life on the street.

The excellent catalog for the Luckman exhibition tackles the problematic “Rat Piece” head-on -- and thoughtfully -- in the context
of pervasive violence and war. It’s timeliness is palpable. But even now, 31 years after the fact, a certain skittishness prevails. Due
to space limitations, several works shown in Buffalo have been trimmed for the presentation here, including the grainy half-hour
video documentation of the notorious performance.

Robert Storr, "Acting Out", Mudman: The Odyssey of Kim Jones, ed. Sandra Q Firmin and Julie Joyce, 2007,
p.85-106.

Sandra Q. Firmin, "Lines in Time and Space", Mudman: The Odyssey of Kim Jones, ed. Sandra Q Firmin and Julie Joyce, 2007,
p.107-118

re.tarred to by Jones as Rat Dog, it Is one of the few extant pieces from this time

period, reappearing in altered states throughout his performances and drawings.

Thus equipped with an expanded vocabulary of biomorphic forms and

te.xtured surfaces, Jones began to think differently about the representation of
the human lorm In his drawings, focusing on its Integuments-or the layers that
enclose the body and its organs such as skin and other membranes-over
lroenzled postures. In fact, alter Jones returned to drawing the human figure,
he generally employed rather conventional contrapposto poses with one foot
stepping forward and a slight twist of the body around a stable core. Wrapping

around and, al times, penetral Ing the ttgure would be drawings of his sculptures,
which were, up to lhal polnl, defined largely by !heir exteriority as appendages
or extensions of his body. Conceptually conceiving the boundary separating his

two- and three-dimensional work as porous, he crosspolllnated his material
explorations with his imagination that, like cloud-gazing, seeks ever-shifting
visible likenesses In abstraction. By translating his sculptures into ink and

acrylic, tney took on new idenlilies Iha! communicate a deeply Interior vision.

Soft tubular and conical shapes undergo metamorphoses Into quirky similitudes
(hairy ice-cream cones, hanging carcasses, cocoons, honeycombs, elephant

heads), creepy-crawlies (Insects, serpents, caterpillars, rat tails), and anatom

ical parts (brains, hearts, intestines, testicles, vulva). This transfigurement is
manifest in Untitled (1973--1984-2004), when Rat Dog, presented as an X-shape
composed of lour valves stemming from an organ tinted red and yellow, alights

from the sky like a flying bagpipe or alien being (s« im,g, r, 125). A comfic-book

speech bubble, which reads "poof," doubles as an exhalation of air and announce

ment o1 the sculpture's magical appearance into the two-dimensional world.

in, yet another drawing, Untilled (1974-2004), Rat Dog Is manifested as two

eponymous demons (sec inug< p. 127).

Over time, the overlapping layers of Imagery, indicated by the years written
In the bottom right- or lett-hand corner of each drawing, have either been so
complelely integrated as to make them practically Indistinguishable, or the
pictures beneath have been subsumed by thick applications of acrylic. Still,
t�ere are visual clues pointing to distinct stylistic modes. In the early 1970s.

Jones rendered his sculptures and Mudman in thin washes of acrylic that could

easily be mistaken for watercolor or gouache. Pale reds, golden-wheat yellows,

raspberry pinks, and grassy greens enclose delicately outlined globules and

twigs in translucent skin. The Mudman structure softens into networks of
nourishing tubular links. It is easy to Imagine these swollen gossamers once

in habiting expanses of empty white space.

Kim Jones, "A Life of Secrets", AC Project Room, New York, January 14 – February 8, 1994.

Roberta Smith, "Gallery view; The Vietnam War ricochets into the galleries; Kim Jones" The New York Times, January 21, 1990.
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Thomas Mc Evilley, "Art in the dark; Kim Jones’" Artforum, summer 1984, p.62-71.

Linda Weintraub, "In the Making: Creative Options for Contemporary Art; Kim Jones", In the Making: Creative Options for
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